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How much do they make?
SA pays big $$ for exec
By Deborah W. Matejicka
Staff Writer

RCC students are
spending $32,000
more on Students'
Association salaries this
year.

R
Food Services' Newest Kiosk Mall Level • Corner Bldgs D & E
File Photo

Receive One Entry Form Per Purchase
for a Colour T.V. to be drawn on
Friday, November 28th, 1997.

Receive a Free Bagel Sandwich
with every 5 coffees purchased
(Value $230)

Former College Prez Knowles made $107,607 last year.

College salaries
public knowledge
By Deborah W. Matejicka
Staff Writer

nyone wanting to find out
which RRCC instructors
and officers are raking in the big
bucks need look no further than
this year's Auditor's Report on
Supplementary Financial
Information.
"I'd be happy to make half of
that, even a quarter!," exclaimed
5th term Administrative
Assistant student Alissa Proctor
when she saw the salary of several instructors.
Proctor said she thinks
instructors must deserve the
salaries they get because "they
do work a lot."
A two year-old law requires
every provincial educational
institution, hospital or government agency to publically print
any employee's salary over
$50,000 and can be found in
most libraries under the
Government Documents section.
"It's part of our responsibility
for accountability to the taxpayers of Manitoba," said Fausto
Yadao, Dean of Student Affairs.
"We have to, at least in part,
show them where their tax dollars are being spent," he said.
"In principle, I'm in support of
it."
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Top 5 RRCC employee
and officer salaries: _
(Year ending June 30/97)`

1.Anthony Knowles
(Senior Officer)

$107,607
2. Margaret M. Martini
(Program Coordinator)
$85,201

3. Kent T. Morgan
(Media Specialist)

$84,568
4. Ken Webb
(Senior Officer)
$82,912
5. Barry A. Smith
(Instructor)
$81,102
Last year's $66,635 salary, put
Yadao in the upper echelons of
the report.
However, Larry Partap,
Coordinator of the Creative
Communications program said
the report is missing the point.
"I don't see-the purpose of it,"
said Partap. "I don't know what
difference it makes."
Last year Partap made
$51,503.
He said regardless of what an
employee's salary is, the report
should look at whether the salary
is relative to the work being
done by that employee.
Natalia Demchenko, also an
Administrative Assistant student, agreed.
"If it was one of my instructors, I'd be interested," she said.
"I'd like to know if what
they're making is relative to the
quality of work they're doing."
See "Other" page 2...
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Campbell.
Second
year
Business
Administration student, Glen
Meikle, agreed.
"I think as far as students are
concerned, they have a right to
know where every cent goes,"
said Meikle.
"Even if we pay a small portion, we still have a right to
know," he said.

admitted the SA has been losing
money for the "past seven years".
But, in 1993 the SA recorded a
surplus of over $7,000.
The next year severance packages given to Ox employees
helped create a deficit of over
$124,000. That is half of their
current $300,000 debt.
The decision to dismiss the Ox
staff was made by the SAB, not
the Executive Director.
The SAB is the same governSalaries a private matter
Crowley said the salaries are a ing body that approved the
private matter to be kept between $32,500 increase in administrathe SA and its employees. He tive salaries this June without
said that decision was made by knowledge of how much went to
the Student Advisory Board years whom.
"We could have hired someone
ago.
"They are private staff,...paid, probably much, much cheaper,"
permanent staff. I don't think it's said Crowley. "We could have
gotten somebody to cut back the
necessary," he said.
Crowley added, that unlike losses, cut back the budget, but
instructors, who are required by we hired Dave to expand our
law to disclose salaries over business horizons."
Crowley said, though, that it is
$50,000, "we are a separately
incorporated body; we don't fan still too early to tell if the SA is
getting all the bang for their buck
under that Bill."
Crowley said the hiring of in Mayor.
"Nothing yet, it's only
Mayor, a Certified Management
November," he said. "I
Accountant with 25
don't know when
years management
we'd be able to see
experience, was to
anything
conhelp cut back on
crete."
the SA's financial
He said the
losses and to
state of the
the
reduce
budget
by
reliance on stuyear's end, in
dents fees by generwhich an approxating
alternative
imate $1,600 surrevenue sources.
plus is expected,
Crowley
would tell
all.

But SA President Michael
Crowley won't tell them who's
getting the money.
"From a student standpoint, I
understand a concern may arise
where it seems we're not keeping
students abreast of SA activities,
but students elect officials to
lookout for the best interests,"
said Crowley.
"Students in ly supplement
some costs, but he SA pays for
certain staff to ..amplete certain
tasks."
It's not difficult to figure out
where most of the money has
gone.
Last year's Executive Director,
Cord Fardoe, said he made
S32,500.
Dave Mayor replaced Fardoe
this past June.
A $32,000 increase in administrative salaries coincided with
Mayor's hiring.
Fay Wilken (Administrative
Assistant), Pat Siemens
(Accounting) and Mayor fall
under that particular salary category.
In an earlier interview, Mayor
said some of the increased money
was his, but "some of it is for the
staff who works here."
But Wilken and Siemens confirmed they had not yet received
raises, pending employee
reviews.
"And I haven't for some
time," added Wilkens
laughing.
Kim Campbell, a first
year Dental Assistant
student, doesn't think
the SA should send out
a public document
reporting all employee salaries over
S50,000, but she said
information
the
should still be available to enquiring students.
"I think if a student wants access to
that information, they
should be able to get
it without the big
photo by Kart Puchala
runaround, or big
Although students pay some of SA Executive Director Dave
secrecy,"
said

Mayor's salary, its exact amount is not available to the public.
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Student jilted by Ox

EXPLORING THE COLLEGE

S

D RCC and the provincial government could
join forces to encourage
young girls to stay in science.
The proposed partnership
would be part of the Role Model
Program and a Training for
Tomorrow Scholarship Program,
both sponsored by the Manitoba
Women's Directorate.
The Directorate hopes to steer
girls towards "non-traditional"
careers.

By Heather Allen

Honored to be nominated

photo and caption by Kari Puchala

A new RRCC program makes coming to school look too good to be
true. The students of the Culinary Arts program learn the basics of
cold food preparation in an upbeat atmosphere. Above, Gerrit
Hofman works with his classmates to prepare a fresh fruit platter for
a College faculty party.

10%

DISCOUNT
RED RIVER
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
STUDENTS & STAFF
WITH I.D.

Other notable salaries
to the information and had no
Other notables on the list for problems with the regulation.
"As long as the rest of the pubthe fiscal year ending June 30,
1997 included retired instructors, lic discloses their salaries, I have
no problem with
Roger
it,"
said
A rt
Hamelin's the Projector salaries:
Advertising
and Robert
(based on 16 issues/year)
instructor Kenn
Barr's salaries
$2,400 White who made
Scott Brown
at over
Frank Landry
$2,000 S53,051.
$70,000 each.
Harikirpal
Former Hans Ongsansoy $2,000
$2,000 Dulat, a Sales and
RRCC Kari Puchala
Marketing
President
Tony Knowles' 100 grand plus instructor who made 550,518,
agreed.
came in at the top of the list.
Every instructor contacted, "It really doesn't matter to me
including Partap, agreed students either way," he said. "I really
and taxpayers alike have a right don't care."

(ON ALL REGULARLY
PRICED MERCHANDISE)

...continued from page 1

•

t's hard to imagine any woman
voluntarily venturing into the
depths of Builuing J, but Paula
Fletcher pulls on her coveralls
every day.
She said she remembers feeling strange and out of place on
the first day of class.
"When I realized I was the
only girl in my Heavy Duty
Equipment Mechanics class I
wondered what I'd gotten myself
into," she said.
The were the same sentiments
of Melanie Waterman, one of
four women in Civil
Engineering, Construction
Design. There are 20 people in
the entire class.
"The work is tough and physically demanding," said Fletcher
of her mechanics course. "I'm
given no special treatment, and I
like it that way."
"The class is cool, and I like
the guys I'm stuck with for the
next year," she added.
The course involves hands-on
mechanics of large machinery as
well as learning different parts
and elements of the equipment.
Fletcher said she has always

I

teaching, I've been on the radio,"
Moir said. "It's a perfect set up."
Moir said when he first started
at RRCC, he wasn't sure whether
he would stay, but the satisfaction he receives when he hears
one of his former students on the
radio makes him glad he chose
teaching.
.9

As for the award, Moir said it
was an honor to be nominated.
SA President Michael Crowley
said such nominations are up to
students.
"Exceptional teaching is a very
valuable asset to the students at
the College. If the students feel
their instructor is exceptional,
they should nominate them for
the award."
Crowley said if one year there
isn't a winner, it's because
nobody has been nominated.
An instructor can only win the
award once.
Students who want to submit a
nomination should go to the SA
office, room DM-20, beside the
Cave.
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"I think (the program) is crucial," said Ruth Mitchell, policy
manager for the Directorate.
"You can't pick up a paper now
without hearing about the growing market for technology-based
fields."
Mitchell said the Role Model
Program will show high school
girls the importance of keeping
their future options open by staying in math and science classes.
One idea involves the production of an educational video by
RRCC's television department.
"Basically, the focus will help
to break down the stereotype that
men are only in fields of high

technology," said Dean Cooper,
RRCC television instructor.
The video's future is still in the
hands of Rosemary Vodrey,
Minister of Culture, Heritage,
and Citizenship for the province.

Two students to produce
The proposal still under consideration would see two
Creative Communications students produce a 10 minute video,
mainly of interviews with women
in the workforce.
"We'll have to entertain and
inform a lot of different age
groups. This video can't be a
staid, corporate-looking video. It

will have to be visually exciting
and leave people wanting more
information," said Cooper.
He said the project will also
benefit the College.
"The two female Cre Comms
will be involved in every aspect.
They'll be acting as apprentices
throughout the whole thing," he
said. "The whole experience will
be very valuable."
Claudia Garcia de la Huerta,
who was selected along with
Debbie Matejicka, said she is
excited about the project's
prospects.
"I'm excited because it's• a
field I want get into," she said.

"What I can learn from doing
this project is a hundred times
what I would ever learn in class.
These kinds of things you can
only learn from hands-on."
Garcia de la Huerta said the
project's premise is important
because of publicity already
devoted to the issue.
"It's really important. There's
always articles about girls being
treated differently in the classroom, especially in math and sciences. They feel intimidated,"
she said. "We hope this video
will give them incentive to really
go after it."

Women content
in Building J

Instructor honored
G

Cale eNews

Video to steer females to non-traditional careers
By Scott Brown
Editor-in-chief

tudents should be wary of
used textbook deals at The
Ox- prices may not be as sweet
as they appear.
Simon Burgess made that discovery when a deal on a second,
hand textbook at the student
store ended up costing him more
than double the price of a new
copy.
"I just assumed because I was
buying it second hand it would
be cheaper than the original
price," said Burgess.
Burgess' used text cost
"The problem we have with
used books is students set the him more than a new copy
price," said Todd Buchanan, shelf we can use it as a guide."
manager of The Ox.
Ultimately students must take
If an Ox employee finds a responsibility, Buchanan said.
book priced higher than a new
"The onus is on the student to
copy, the employee will reduce find the new price of the book."
the used price.
If a student does find a probBut The Ox doesn't keep track lem with a book purchased at
of the new prices.
The Ox, Buchanan advises the
"We don't have the ability to student to return it to The Ox. It
check new prices of all the books will then be re-priced with the
that come in," said Buchanan.
student receiving a refund for the
"If there is another copy on the over-payment.

any Moir is the first instructor in three years to receive
Association
the
Students'
Teaching Award of Excellence.
Moir, the radio instructor in
the Creative Communications
program, was nominated by his
students last year.
"I'm absolutely bumfuzzled,"
said Moir when presented with
the award.
Moir has taught at the College
since 1990 and said his favorite
part of teaching is the students.
"I've had excellent students
every year, and this year is no
exception."
Moir said he really enjoys
teaching, but his first love is
radio.
Moir has been on the radio for
28 years. with CFAM in Altona
and CBC among others. Last
year he was the color commentator for the Winnipeg Goldeyes
on COB.
He now fills in on CBC radio
and said he hopes to be back with
the Goldeyes next summer.
"All the time that I've been

November 10, 1997
Frank Landry, News Editor
Phone: (204) 632-2479

By Megan Tate

By Holly MacLean

the Projector

EVERYTHING FOR THE
GREAT OUTDOORS
CAMPTRAILS & JACK WOLFSKIN
BACKPACKS

UNITED
ARMY
SURPLUS
SALES

EUREKA & JACK WOLFSKIN TENTS

460 Portage Ave.
Across from The Bay
Ph. 78E1421
Open Seven Day- A Week

SONY ELECTRONICS

JANSPORT PACKS
COLUMBIA CLOTHING AND
FOOTWEAR
KODIAK. HITEC & SOREL BOOTS

QUOTE THIS:
"I have from an
early age abjured
the use of meat, and
the time will come
when man such as 1
will look upon the
murder of animals as
they now look upon
the murder of men."

loved mechanics and in the
future hopes to work as a freight
liner mechanic.
"Sure they hassle us, but it's all
in good fun. They really respect
the fact that we're there," said
Waterman of her male classmates.
Karen Mikolayenko, a classmate of Waterman's, agreed.
"It's tough, but if you really
enjoy your work it doesn't bother you," Miklayenko said.

Feels right at home
Christine Woloskoski said she
felt right at home when she came
to RRCC for the Design
Construction course.
"I lived in Medika, Manitoba,
and in elementary school I was
the only girl in my class, so this
is no different," laughs
Woloskoski.
Overall, the women said
they're not given any special
treatment or looked down upon
by instructors or male classmates, despite being the minority
sex in their classes.
They said they were more concerned with acquiring skills and
pulling their own work load

"CANADA'S LARGEST
OUTDOOR STORE"

-An Anonymous Student

ople surfing the
Internet could soon
come across the Students'
Association website if all
goes according to plan.

Pe

The SA is currently in the process of putting information
about all of its services at the
fingertips of computer users
around the world.
"It will hopefully generate
more publicity for the College

By Peter A. Dul

rrhe Canadian Red Cross
1 is hoping to get a better
response from RRCC students this year during it's
blood donor clinic.
In February of 1996 the

BOLLE SUNGLASSES
BAUSCH AND LOMB BINOCULARS

By Jamie Williamson

and make people in a wider
range more aware of our services and programs," said SA
President Michael Crowley.
The site would include information about campus radio station CMOR, the Projector, the
Ox, and other student-related
information.
The staff at the Projector is
currently in the process of looking at putting issues of the
newspaper on the site as well.
This would mean virtually
unlimited circulation for the

paper, which is currently only
available on campus.
"Right now we're in the process of working out the format
and other details," said Scott
Brown, editor-in-chief.
"We would most likely be
posting a scaled down version
of the paper, so that it wouldn't
add too much work for the
staff."
The website should be operational by January, while the
Projector will join the site later
in the year.

Hoping for flood of blood

-Leonardo Da Vinci
The Manitoban? The
Uniter? Nahhh... the
Projector is the only
paper that rocks my big...

SA to hit 'Web

Smoke this, baby!

BANFF & GORETEX CLOTHING
COLEMAN OUTDOOR PRODUCTS

Soon you may be able to read the Projector on the World Wide Web.

With the dog days of summer left far behind, some
smokers are still finding time to enjoy the outdoors.

College had 164 donors, which
was down from October of 1995,
when there were 198.
Organizers are hoping this is
not the beginning of a trend.
"Our goal is to get about 200

people this year," said Ryan
Rogers, vice president of student
affairs.
Students will have the opportunity to give blood, Thursday,
November 13 between 9 a.m and
3 p.m in the College's South
Gym.

Asked not to eat
Participants are being asked to
not eat before donating and to
present identification bearing full
name and signature or photograph.

The clinic was recently held at
the University of Manitoba,
where it did not reach its target
goals.
"It wasn't optimal because it
was during mid-term tests," said
the Red Cross' clinic coordinator
Kirsten Schroeder.
Organizers are hoping to
encourage participation by offering a draw to win a free lunch at
the Prairie Lights restaurant.
The next clinic will be held in
February of 1998

Projector news tips and snitch line phone 63202479 or FAX 69709080

' 'the' PirOjeetor
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By Lindsay Brown

T

he SA has decided Market
Driven Training students
are RRCC students after all.
This is despite the fact the students don't pay SA fees.
"As a students' association we
have a responsibility to represent
students, that's what we are here
for, Market Driven Training
Centre or not," said Michael
Crowley, SA president.
At an Oct. 30 Student Advisory
Board meeting, the Board voted

in favor of paying for a Market
Driven Training student's academic appeal cost of $150.
When an appeal reaches its
final stage, an advocate is
brought in to present the student's case to the appeal board. A
student advocate costs S300, with
the SA and College each paying
half the tab.
In this case, the student, who
does not pay SA fees, wanted the
SA to pay half of the advocate's
fees.
"All appeals are totally confi-

T

he Board of Governors
is looking for $4 mil-

lion.
photo by Kari Puchala

Station Manager Jeff Walker

Increased
visitint y
for
CMOR
By Michele Yeo

n a recent campus survey 68 per
cent of respondents were able
to identify CMOR as being the
campus radio station.
Station manager Jeff Walker
said he would like to see that
number increase.
"I'd like to see the station have
more visibility and people have
more knowledge of CMOR," he
said. "We want to be more than a
glorified PA system."
Walker said the station is doing
better than last year in terms of
volunteer DJs and feels this is a
sign of people taking more notice.
Currently the DJ schedule is
full, with people asking for slots.
That's a change from last year
when the station was begging for
hosts.
But 76 per cent of respondents
could not name a CMOR personality. That's something Walker
wants to change quickly.
"We're trying to build up personalities," he said. "Having a
constant morning show makes
this easier."
Traditionally, the morning slot
was filled by a different person
every day of the week.
Walker now hosts the morning
show every day and alternates
between Jill Macyshon and Jay
Whetter as partners.

The search is part of a College
Development Council (CDC)
plan to raise funds to fix the serious state of Building A.
The CDC has already organized committees for fund-raising
who will target the Board, the
College, alumni and corporations.
While the CDC will soon ask
the SA for support to the tune of
$200,000, students will also contribute directly through tuition
OMB.

"You might be looking at a fulltime student contributing 44 cents
a month and a Continuing
Education student contributing SI
per course," said Barry Garbutt,
campaign director.
However, S4 million will not
cover the entire cost of reconstruction.
To bring the building up io
today's standards would cost $10

Spring time demolition
By Krista Folkers

B

uilding A has been slated
for demolition in May.
This is the first of three phases needed to renovate it.
The entire renovation of the
building will take about 12
months, said Ron Barnes, facilities director, but because the
building cannot be shut down
for an entire year, it will have to
be phased over a three year
period and only worked on during the summer months.
"We'll . be hard pressed to
complete such a large project
over three summers," he said.
The design for the building
was completed last hnuary and
is. entering contract negotiations.
Barnes said about 50
cen:
b
of the-ibtiildingis':going:.to :

revamped.
He said there is a lot of
"redundancy" in the building
and many of the labs are outdated.
The building will go through
three phases before it is finished. This will include:
*Phase 1: the west and half of
the south side of the building
will receive new brickwork,
new windows and all the
adjoining rooms will be renovated;
*Phase 2: the east and other
half of the south side of the
building will receive new brickwork, new windows and renovations to all the adjoining
moms; and finally,
*Phase 3: the north side of
the building will receive new
brickwork, new windows and
renovations to adjoining rooms.
•

Fi

Above his head a huge sign
stated; "No E-mail, No Games,
No Chat, 15 minute time limit."
a
Business
Damaro,
Administration student, was
doing research when he noticed
the sign.
"I think it is an appropriate
time limit, there are other students who would like to use it,"
said Damaro.
The new rules regarding the
research computers were implemented six weeks ago.

October 23 — Locker in Building J entered. Drawing kit was stolen.
October 27 — Backpack containing text books stolen from hallway
of Building F.

Crime Prevention Tips (Annoying Phone Calls)
• If a caller will not identify himself, if caller remains silent, or at
the first lewd remark, simply HANG UP. Do not talk to the person
and do not slam the receiver. Do not give the caller the satisfaction
they are seeking.

• Young children should be properly instructed on the importance
of never revealing information to unknown callers. They should not
advise they are home alone. Have them take the caller's name and
number.

to 512 million, said Ron Barnes,
director of facilities.
The province will pick up the
difference by contributing just
over S5 million.
To date, the CDC has collected
S400,000 from internal sources
and corporate contributions.
The CDC hasn't started soliciting alumni contributions or gifts
from small corporations.
"We're on a roll. There's no
question we're on a roll," said
Ken Holland, director of the
CDC.
Holland added he is comfortable with the 5400,00() figure as it
is right now.
The Board was concerned they
would have to give up their
reserve fund if the amount owing
for the work exceeded fund-raising.
"The Board is required to maintain a reserve fund," said Ralph
Bullock, chairman of the Board.
Holland said right now, people
seemed ready to give.
"Our timing is pretty good at
this point," he said.

dward Damaro frantically typed away at a
library resource computer.

October 15 — Room in Building A was entered and two computers
were stolen.

• Always be cautious of divulging any personal information to anyKnow who is Caning and if in doubt, verify the
one on the
name and number in the directory and call back.

Building A needs
$4 million
By Krista Folkers

By Joey Olafson

Recent Incidents

dential with regards to the student, so they know they can come
to the SA with any academic or
disciplinary concerns and it will
be kept in a very close circle,"
said Crowley when pressed for
further details.
Crowley said Market Driven
Training students are allowed to
use all campus facilities as well.
The Market Driven Training
Centre is a part of the Continuing
Education Division located at
Union Station.

Security Services:
We are located in room C115 (phone 632-2323). If you have any
security concerns or questions, please drop in and visit with us. We
would be please to assist_

SAB BRIEFS

By Jeff Eyamie
Staff Hither

The issues discussed at the Oct. 30 Student Advisory Board meeting, in brief:
• The "Vision Investment Partnership" (VIP) program was discussed. SAB members were asked to consider invoking student
levies totalling 5200,000 over five years- roughly $8.89 per full time
student. The SAB will decide on the levy next month.
• Ox manager Todd Buchanan asked for a mandate to discuss selling arrangements with the Bookstore and cafeterias. Buchanan
wants to give the Bookstore exclusive rights to sell used books and
computer software in exchange for the exclusive rights to sell school
supplies, and he wants to do so before a new manager is hired for
Jan. 1. The board gave him this mandate.
• Coca Cola will be providing the College with 550,000 per year for
new projects, according to Sept. 30 minutes. They will also give
the College S15,000 in promotions and hire a student to promote
their product on campus every year, paying $15,000 for the job. SA
Executive Director Dave Mayor said Coke will be slowly transferring all vending machines to accommodate the 600 mL size bottle,
which retails for S 1.35.
• The SAB agreed to fund a student advocate for a Market Driven
Training Centre (MDTC) student's academic appeal. MDTC students do not pay fees to the SA. Dave Mayor, SA executive director said this may present an opportunity to illustrate the utility of the
SA to MDTC students. The delivery of student services to these students, including campus radio and newspaper was suggested, and
a prorated method of student contribution was discussed.
• The SAB agreed not to pay for a legal representation of a former
student who has filed a civil suit against the College. The student
had filed an appeal which was settled, but complains that the
College is giving negative references to prospective employers.
• A survey of past SA presidents was read. The survey dealt with
the suggestion of a two year term for new presidents. The SAB
elected to keep the term to a single year.
The SAB is comprised of 20 students who have been nominated by
50 people each and passed an interview. They represent each of the
five departments in the College. The next SAB meeting will be held
Nov. 27, at 4 p.m., in C709. Students may attend.
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Research time limited

SECURITY NEWS

Market Driven Training
students reap benefits

I

thyProjector

Gibson said it was a proactive
decision, even though the library
didn't necessarily experience any
problems.
Gibson said the computers are
in extremely high demand since
three terminals are to be shared
by the entire student population.
She said librarians will politely
ask a student to end their computer session if the rule is being
tested.
However, the regulation is
only enforced if students are
waiting.

photo by Kari Puchala

Business Administration students do some group work. An expanded library would
provide more study room and work areas.

Library to expand?
Big bucks
needed to
renovate
facility
By Frank Landry
News Editor

A

fter waiting 10 years,
RRCC may get a new
library once a needs analysis study is completed.

The College now has to find
enough money to build it.
"The big problem is that the
government will not necessarily
pay for the entire cost of construction. That policy has
changed," said Ron Barnes,
director of facilities.
Barnes said the provincial government has not said what their
policy will be, but that they will
not pay for 100 per cent of the
construction.
'They will pay for some percentage of the construction based
on some criteria that has to be
developed," he added, "but the
requirement of a library is not
necessarily high enough to
receive any funding."
Pat Bozyk, director of library
services, said that concerns her.
"The library is an integral part
of the delivery of education programs. This is just as important
as classroom and lab space," she
said.
Barnes said the College will
look to private donations to get

the project off the around.
More than a decade ago, former NDP Education Minister
Maureen Hemphill ear-marked
$4 million for a new RRCC
library which was to open for the
1987-88 school year.
"The government promised the
money during an election," said
Bozyk. "We had proceeded to the
point where we had full working
drawings and the project was
ready to be tendered."
"Unfortunately, the NDP government fell, and there was a
change in government. The new
government had priorities other
than funding a new library," she
said.
Universities have received
funding in the past for the expansion of libraries.
Brandon University was
promised a new library at the
same time as RRCC. Their
library was finally renovated
with some government funding
in 1992, said Bozyk.

Needs report
This past August, the College
commissioned Corbett Cibinel
Architects to proceed with a
report outlining the needs of the
library, and to propose various
solutions.
The report will be completed
in early November, but will
clearly recommend the need for
an expanded library, said Boyzk.
"Over the past 12 years we
have identified a number of
shortages in the library. The
library is quite small. We haven't
been able to expand our services
to meet students' needs," said
Bozyk.
Bozyk said there needs to be

What's BUGGIN'
Jay Whetter
this time?
Page 15

more room for studying, and
specifically for group work.
The library remains relatively
unchanged from the time it was
constructed in the late 1960s. It
was designed to serve a full-time
student population of roughly
2,700, Bozyk said.
There are now almost 6,000
full time students at the College.
The library is currently around
22,000 square feet. From the preliminary results of the study, it
has been estimated that the real
need of the library is somewhere
between 40,000 and 44,000
square feet, or about double the
current size, according to Gae
Burns, a consultant with Corbett
Cibinel.
The expanded size would
reflect an average for Canadian
colleges on a per-student basis,
he added.

Original Proposal
The original 1980s proposal
called for the construction of a
new library. The new study is
proposing an addition to the
library.
"The location of the library
within the College is excellent. It
should not be moved. The original proposal called for the library
to be re-located," he said.
The library could be expanded
out into the halls or a new level
could be added.
"Libraries are going through a
change now. They're going from
books to computers. It's a change
that has enormous impact on the
way libraries operate, and the
space libraries need. Computers
are a lot larger than books,"
Burns said.

the Projector
Getting the
big-ass scoop

Primarily for research
Library administrators hope
the new rules will encourage students to use the resource computers primarily for research.
"They were designed for
research," Lynn Gibson, library
technician. "It defeats the purpose if people are going to use it
for chatting."
Last year it was reported the
computers would not have a
restricted time limit unless problems arose.

Catalogue on Web
Gibson said RRCC's library
catalogue is on the Worldwide
Web, and can be accessed from
any Internet browser.
There are many such computers available around the College,
so accessing the library catalogue
should not be a problem.
There have been no complaints
regarding the 15 minute research
rule at the library, Gibson said.
Most students do not mind limiting their research so other students get a chance.
"It's only common courtesy,"
she said.

Learning on-line
By Tanya Beck

and in tune with
the times, RRCC is
expanding the number of
courses available to students over the Internet.

O

n-line

Five Internet based courses
have been added to the Distance
Education curriculum since
September.
The on-line courses are credit
in Continuing Education programs.
"Parents don't have to pay for
babysitters and people can update
their skills while holding a job,"
said Gail Mireau, program officer for Distance Education, of the

benefits of being able to complete courses from home computers.
Students have registered from
all across Canada and Distance
Education has received requests
for information about the courses
from the United States as well.
Distance Education first went
on-line two years ago.

Disadvantages
"One of the disadvantages is
keeping the material up-to-date,"
Mireau said.
"Sites can go down, or educational institutions will put up
showcase pieces and then change
them, so there's more maintenance that way," she added.

SiartYourSuninier
Job search now!
-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-cierEmBER

Register Now!
Recruitment is starting
now for the 1998 student
summer employment
season with the provincial
government.

Invest in your future!
7

STEP Services will make forms
available early November at your
Student Employment Centre.

Pick up a registration form so you can apply now_for summer
employment opportunities with the Province of Manitoba.
Job referrals begin in January. This is your chance to apply the
skills you have towards your career goals.

STEP

frSERVICES

Manitoba
Education
and Training
Youth Programs
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CoHe eNews
Communications program
to merge with U of W?
By Pat Delaney
and Brian Johnsen

he University of Winnipeg
and RRCC could join forces
in September 1998 to offer a
combined degree/diploma program in communications .
Under the proposed agreement,
students would be offered a
choice of entering the existing
two year Creative
Communications diploma program at RRCC, which will
remain intact, or opt for the new
combined degree/diploma program that will require the creation
of a new degree- a B.A. in
Communications.
The proposed joint program,
which will draw entirely on existing courses, staff and resources
from both institutions, will be a
first in the province.
The two institutions have been
talking about working together
for some time, said Neil Besner,
chair of the English Department
at the U of W.
"Dave Williamson (Dean of
Business and Applied Arts,
RRCC) and myself have had a
number of conversations over the
wars,"
Besnor.

T

"Both of us thought that the
two places should work more
closely together, and we thought
this the perfect program because
it will draw on the strengths of
the two institutions. We thought
we'd combine the practical and
the theoretical"
Both Besner and RRCC journalism instructor Donald Benham
said they saw a serious need for
the new program.
"Nearly half of the students
entering the diploma program at
Red River have some university
background and many have
degrees," said Benham.
"They told us they would see a
combination degree/diploma as a
benefit to them."
After meeting entrance requirements at the U of W, students will
be required to complete 30 credit
hours suitable for a career in
communications.
Students successfully completing the first year will be eligible
to take Creative
Communications- once again by
meeting current entrance requirements.
After satisfying these conditions, students would complete a
program almost identical to the

Students miss
recycling mark
By God Gilmour

one currently existing at RRCC;
however, they would also be
required to complete nine credit
hours of university courses in the a
second year and a minimum ofi
nine credit hours in their third
year
In the final year of the program £'
students would return to the U of Is
W for course work and a work °study practicum combining work Benham: Graduates with
experience with weekly seminars. a degree may hold an

advantage.

Welcomed the News
Leah Janzen, a Creative
Communications graduate and
Winnipeg Free Press law courts
reporter, welcomed the news.
"Personally, I think it a great
idea and it will add more credibility to an already strong program.
It will be good for people who'd
like to have a degree to show for
their effort and it will be recognized more nationally."
Not everyone is happy with the
proposed changes though.
Gord Gilmour, a first year
Creative Communications student, said he had a problem with
the proposed degree program..
"When I enrolled at Red River
I was drawn here because it had a
good reputation as a solid two

year college program with a good
opportunity for employment
upon graduation. Now I'm finding out that I could be competing
for jobs with my diploma against
someone with a degree. Now I
feel pressure to get a degree to get
a job. If I'd known this I might
have chosen to pursue a degree at
another university in another
province," said Gilmour.
Benham said graduates with a
degree may hold an advantage
over those with only a diploma.
"Employers predict that there
will still be work for diploma
only students, although their
earning potential may be less."
The proposal has gone through
several stages of approval at the
U of W and at RRCC.

"Dammit, the Projector horoscopes
are always so accurate they flutter my
balls."
-An Anonymous Instructor

CollegeNews

French chef
really cooking

Ex-cop at security's helm

By Melanie Fehr

By Tracey Proctor

Y

K

ou name it and he can
make it.

icking in doors and
searching for armed
suspects are a thing of the
past for Jim Dreyer.

Jean Pierre Boulet is RRCes'
newest production chef, specializing in French and
International cuisine.
Boulet came to the College in
August with 30 years experience in international cuisine. He
has worked in seven countries
and four continents.
Boulet said one of his
favorite dishes to prepare is filet
of duck with fresh green peppers - a popular dish in France.
He was hired to further
enhance the food services
department at the College, both
in quality and presentation, said
Morley Miyake, Food Services
manager.
Although not an instructor,
Boulet works along side the
hospitality instructors and students.
Even though Boulet said he is
still learning, he is often asked
questions by students who seek
his expertise.
"The people are very nice and
polite hem," he said.
boulet prepares a different
international meal everyday
which can be sampled at the
Voyageur.
He said he has heard positive
responses from the people trying his international cooking.
"People enjoy the food," said
Boulet.

Dreyer, a 30 year veteran with
the Winnipeg Police Service, said
he's done his share of chasing
"bad guys" and wanted to experience something different.
Last November, he made a
career change by accepting an
offer from RRCC to become the
manager of Security Services.
With 18 years as a detective
working in the major crimes,
fraud, homicide and robbery
units, Dreyer came with a long
list of qualifications.
He said he enjoyed the inves-
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Royal Visit
He once worked as a site commander during a Royal visit in
the early '80's.
In preparation for the visit, the
police service had to lay out a
security plan and co-ordinate it
with British security.
"Everything ran like clock

work. That training and knowledge is good for this job."
The hardest case Dreyer experienced while a cop involved
investigating fellow officers
accused of murder. The case,
involving several officers, took
two years to resolve.
"It's very hard to investigate
your own people," he said.
Dreyer said he enjoys spending
time with his wife and two children at the lake now that his
career is now more laid back.
However, he still remembers
his police work vividly.
"It's a job that can very quickly take you from the height of
boredom to the pinnacle of fear."

Manager of Security Services Jim Dreyer
am' sureiw e

By Krista Kaczor

Body Shy
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he Body Shop is bringing their sweet

scent right into your home.

rn a

make the trip to one of their Winnipeg
•

program

wou ld

The body scent and lotion retailer introduced their home party program in rural
iini I I iC Manitoba last year for shoppers unable to

onlY.been played aroun d
r
couple`
of weeks,"
wee___, Said_:Polard
care
She. also . said they have to
about extending the program into inic ity
because of the`, Body ` Sh°0C.PulT•!

Tally Polard, home party manager, said
they are now thinking of expanding the

locations.
"We have to find a way it will work a
still coincide with the stores at the same .

program by bringing it to Winnipeg.
the only store that's going from
store to home parties; most people go from
home parties to a store. We're going in the
opposite direction," Polard said

time," Polard said.
Body Shop representatives organize
parties at the homes of willing hosts, Simliar to a "Tupperware" party.
The host makes 25 per cent commission

locations.

shopping
al-rives "We're

WIN ONE Of 20 RUN - OF - ENGAGEMENT POSSES TO
THE

R

ecyclables are finding their
way into the garbage
because the appropriate areas to
drop the materials off aren't convenient enough.
That's what some RRCC students are saying when caught
throwing recycables into the
garbage.
"I've walked around with a
glass bottle in my hands for five 42
or ten minutes sometimes, hoping
to find a recycling bin to put it in,, -9
and then finally thrown it in the rA.
garbage," said Dawn DeCraene, a Where are the recycling bins?
first-year Library Information
said.
Technology student.
MacRae said he feels the
DeCraene said she's noticed the
difference between recycling at College does a good recycling
the College and at U of W, where job over-all. He added there are
recycling facilities for paper in
she last attended school.
"At U of W they usually had most of the offices and in some
the bins right next to the garbage classrooms.
"If people would cooperate, we
cans. Then if you had garbage
you could throw it away, and if could put more containers in
you had recycling it could go into place. After all, we want to get as
the recycling container," she said. much of the College's waste as
Building Services Supervisor possible being recycled," he said.
Linda English, project coordiGlen MacRae said he's not
against placing recycling contain- nator of Skyline Recycling
ers at other locations around cam- Project, said RRCC students do a
pus, such as containers for pop good job of using the facilities
cans near drink machines, but in properly.
"It's probably one of the top
the past they've had problems.
two or three locations. We don't
"We'd have to make sure that
get much garbage in the containthey would not be used as
garbage containers. We've had ers," she said
There are no plans to expand
people throwing all sorts of
recycling on campus.
things into them in the past," he

tigative part of his former job but
found it hard to keep a proper
perspective on life.
"You're seeing humanity at it's
worst, but it's a job that has to be
done to keep a semblance of safety and security in the world."
Dreyer said his past security
experience with the police service has helped prepare him for
his present job.

JACKAL

SEARCH FOR GOLD
STARTS MONDAY DECEMBER
1st. LOOK FOR YOU CLUES AT

know the
answers to these questions?

Do you

a) Where can I go on campus to preview current job
openings?
b) Are the Federal summer job applications available now?
c) How can I improve my job search skills?
d) Is there an Internet site where I can post my resume when
I'm looking for a job?
Ched; your answers below
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got
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Here's a chance to practice and win
one of 20 Run - Of - Engagement
passes for THE JACKAL. Figure out
here on campus this area is, and be
ne of the first 20 to drop by room
DM20 with the answer and you'll
instantly win a movie pass, good for
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Sincerest form of flattery?
Ramones tribute band
the Maroons get a kick
out of copying
Staff Writer

I

Mathew Driedger (top left) and Mark Haberman
(top right) get down to work with some wood in the
Wood Processing Technology Lab. Ad Art Shelley
Cabral (below) steals a glimpse while minding her
business in the Ad Art Lab, while Mark Bishop,
Director of Computer Services (far below), strikes a
similar pose.

f you don't believe that imitation is the
sincerest form of flattery, just ask the
Maroons.
Self-dubbed as "The Ultimate Ramones
Rip-Off" the Maroons (vocalist and Joey
Ramone look-alike Kelly Fairchild, guitarist Shawne Kemkaran, drummer Brian
Aitken and bass player Justin Seguin) have
been gathering quite a large local following with their live tribute to the legendary
punk rockers.
They've become favorites at RRCC,
having played several times on campus
over the last couple of years.
Being one of the only Ramones tribute
bands around has played a large part in
their success, according to Fairchild.
"There's certainly an open market for a
Ramones tribute band," he says. "We're
paying tribute to a band that didn't see
major mainstream success."

Simpler Motive

Now to Recognize a Canadian Diabetes
Association Volunteer Canvasser
-ak

Our Volunteers will be going door to door in Winnipeg neighbourhoods, collecting donations for the Canadian Diabetes Association from
October 1st to 17th, 1997. Your support is important, and appreciated.
Volunteers will have a Canvassers Kit, with an official tax receipt book.
The CDA Canvasser will be able to write you an Official Tax Receipt
for your generous gift right on the spot.
Look for their Official Volunteer button. It is white, with the CDA logo
in red. It will say "Official Volunteer" in black.

Besides paying homage to the Ramones,
the band have another, simpler motive
behind what they do.
"The Maroons is an excuse to play in a
bar and throw a big party," says Fairchild.
"The main intention is just to have fun."
Fairchild admits that although the visual
similarities are not exact., attitude is the
most important thing.
"We don't look exactly like the
Ramones, but most people don't seem to
mind."
"Most people don't know what all the
guys in the Ramones look like anyway, so

it doesn't really matter," he continues.
"As long as Joey's covered, he's the
most recognizable character."
"As long as we can pull off the same
kind of intensity and as long as we look
kind of like them, that's the important
thing."
And what has the general response been
so far?
"It's been really positive," says
Fairchild. "Everybody seems to enjoy the
show while they're there."
"I would really be disappointed if people came to a Maroons show and didn't
have a good time."

Open to requests
According to Fairchild, the band are
always open to requests for new additions
to their 50-song set list from the audience.
"They're coming to see someone playing Ramones music, and if you don't play
what they want to hear, they're not going
to come back."
Perhaps the main criticism leveled at the
band is the fact that they play someone
else's music rather than their own, but
Fairchild says it's one they're not too concerned about.
"I don't have a problem being like them
or doing what they do because they are a
really great band," he says. "I get a kick
out of knowing that maybe I'm helping the
Ramones sell albums in this town."
The novelty of being one of the few tribute bands of their kind around might also
help open doors which could lead to more
international endeavors, says Fairchild.
"There's a huge business in foreign markets for tribute bands," he says.

pho to by Chuck A l ol gat

By Heather Bari!

The Maroons have no competition.
"Theoretically there's an international
market that could be tapped."
"Knowing that there's no competition,
why not consider it? It's not unrealistic."

Check out the Maroons' web site at:
www.video.mb.calmaroons

Vancouver rockers back for 12th time

Moist's show more laid back
By Tamara Brazil

Still not sure?

Please call the CDA Division office
at 925-3800, or toll free 1-800-7820715. We will be happy to accept
your donation over the phone.
Or, if you prefer, mail your gift to us
at CDA - Manitoba, 102 - 310
Broadway, Winnipeg, MB R3C 0S6.

a

Every gift makes a difference.
CANADIAN
DIABETES
ASSOCIATION

ASSOCIATION
CANADIENNE
DU DIABETE

Charitable Reg. # 160754-11-13

rarhere were only ten people in
1 the audience the first time I
saw Moist perform and most
looked like they didn't care for
the band on stage.
The nightly drink specials held
more appeal than some little indie
group no one had ever heard of.
But times sure do change .
The Gasoline tour coming to
the Walker Theatre on Nov. 17
marks Moist's twelfth visit to the
city since forming in 1992.
Early on, they toured as an
indie outfit. Since then, they've
been back many times to promote
both of their CDs Silver and
-

Creature.

Based on ticket sales and fan

excitement it seems as though
those early days of competing
with cheap beer prices are long
gone.
Keyboardist Kevin Young said
he can't wait to come back.
"We're really psyched to be
hitting Winnipeg again. The
crowds there go absolutely apeshit!" he said.
"You guys really now how to
treat your bands. Why do you
think we keep coming back?"
Fans worried the show will
simply be a repeat of the Creature
tour that rolled in with I Mother
Earth last January need not be
concerned.

A lot different
Young promises this concert to
be a lot different from their bigger arena shows.
"We decided it was time to
shake things up a bit. We picked
a soft seat venue like the Walker

intentionally so the atmosphere
would be more relaxed and intimate. We're planning on performing some acoustic stuff, and
maybe doing a few songs we normally don't get a chance to play
on the mad."
This doesn't mean crowd
pleasers like Push and
Resurrection will be left out,
Young added. •

No mosh pit
The main difference between
this show and the last one is
there's no plans for a mosh pit.
The Gasoline tour coincides
with the release of the band's new
video for the song Gasoline,
scheduled to enter MuchMusic
rotation later this month.
The video was shot just outside
of Mexico City in a rock quarry.
Young didn't want to give
away too many details, but he
said "it's very cool. We froze our

Moist's record company
approached the band to see if
they'd be interested in taking
McNarland on the mad when the
tour was first planned.
Young said the band jumped at
the chance, since they're all big
fans of her music.
"Holly is the coolest. It's nice
to be in a position to help showcase other Canadian up-and-coming musicians. It's fun when you
can pick to play with people you
respect and who you think your
Kick back and relax
"When this tour finishes up we fans will like."
For those people who just can't
are going to kick back and relax,
and try to pretend we have nor- wait for the new video and tour,
mal lives. We'd also like to turn you can catch frontman David
our attention to songwriting. It's Usher in Sarah McLachlan's latimpossible to get things down on est video for Building a Mystery,
paper on the road, the schedule is now playing frequently on the
just too hectic. Touring is not nation's music station.
Tickets can be purchased by
conducive to creating good
calling TicketMaster at 780music," Young said.
Opening for Moist on this tour 3333.
is Winnipegger Holly McNarland.

butts off but it was worth it. It is
a very heavy, conceptual video. I
think people are really going to
enjoy it."
After this Canadian tour, the
band which also includes David
Usher (vocals), Mark Makowy
(guitar), Jeff Pearce (bass) and
Paul Wilcox (drums) are planning on taking some time off to
spend with their families, and
begin writing for the next CD.
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Folkie lives good life Babies peddle pure pop

Concerts

Snider happy with new CD

Blue Radio
Nov. 12
Pantages Playhouse
Theatre
$32.50 at Ticketmaster

By Hans Ongsansoy

Tariq
Nov. 14
Pyramid Cabaret
Moist
Nov. 17
Walker Theatre
with Holly McNarland
$29.50 at Ticketmaster
Spirit of the West
Nov. 19
Pantages Playhouse
Theatre
with Mary Jane Lamond
$28.50 at Ticketmaster
Leaderhouse
Nov. 21
Pyramid Cabaret
The Tea Party
Nov. 22
Winnipeg Convention
Centre
with Econoline Crush
$24.50 at Select-A-Seat
Leslie Spittreo
Nov. 26
Pyramid Cabaret
The Mamas & The
Papas
Dec. 6
Pantages Playhouse
Theatre
Sold Out

Other Recommended
Stuff
Galaxies
The Planetarium
Sept. 9-Nov. 30
Anne Frank & Me
Nov. 20-30
Winnipeg Jewish
Theatre

Upcoming
SA Events
Monday, Nov. 10
Imaginus Art Sale
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 20
Coffee and Donuts
Buffalo Alcove
2:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

Halifax's
Grace
Babies
put out
new
Frequency

world, and sometimes you
have to instill fear in others.
But the art business is one
that's love-driven. Nobody
needs art or music, they only
come because they want to,"
says Snider.
A dabbler in everything, the
soft-spoken crooner is an art
school graduate who has tried
acting and writing. But it was
only after climbing out of his
"black abyss" and moving to
Toronto that Snider started
concentrating on his music
full-time.

Entertainment Editor

en you first start talking
with folk artist Bob Snider,
you get the feeling he'd rather
hide from the world than play in
front of it.
For example, when asked what
was the greatest thing to happen
since he signed a record deal, he
replied that he could now afford
his modest rent.
He'd also like nothing more
than to find time to work on the
cabin he's building in Nova
Scotia.
And he only began performing
in the first place to get his mind
off the fact he once loved deeply
and got hurt.
"I had a house, a relationship, a
daughter..." says the 51-year-old
Snider, "...I still have the daughter."
Although he jokes about them
now, it's reliving real-life experiences like this through song
which have allowed the one-time
busker from Toronto to unlock
his true creative side. Snider
shared his collection of charming
folk tales and small-town ditties
with Winnipeggers last Sunday at
the West End Cultural Centre.
And contrary to first impression, Snider really does enjoy his
work.
Without trying to be at all
philosophical, Snider says not
being forced to perform is probably why he loves doing it.
"We live in a fear-driven

By Hans Ongsansoy
Entertainment Editor

After busking for nine years,
Snider recorded his first fulllength CD, Caterwaul &
Doggerel, in 1995. The album
was received well by critics
and contemporaries alike, and
helped lift Snider into the
upper ranks of Canada's songwriters. His latest CD, Words
& Pictures, builds on that reputation.
Growing up, Snider never
imagined he'd be a "success."
His teachers scolded him for
daydreaming and said he didn't
pay enough attention. Snider says
they were absolutely right. It's a
trait he still has today.
"I don't really actively think,"
says Snider.
"Instead, my mind wanders.
Sometimes I can put one and one
together and come up with two or
something."

Bob Snider has just released Words and Pictures.
Snidcr's rationale for continuing to make music is just as simple.
"I feel like I'm doing what I
want_ The audience is doing what
they want, and everybody's
happy. I feel good about what I'm
doing."
As for his future, Snider
declined to comment, saying he's
never put much stock in speculation.

But he does admit to being
happy now, as his option to produce another album was just
picked up.
He also mentions his daughter
has just graduated high school
and is planning to go to art
school.
If she turns out to be half the
non-thinker her father is, the art
community will be that much
better for it.

Hypnotist wows Tower
Mark Lewis makes student lose 'canary'
notized. You also need to have
good concentration and imagination," said Lewis.
"I don't hypnotize you, you hypnotize yourself."
Lewis has been in show business for 30 years, starting out as a
magician and a psychic, making a
name for himself in Dublin,
Ireland doing readings at psychic
fairs.
In England he picked up the
idea of becoming a hypnotist.

By Michelle LaBelle

people wandering into the
r Tower Lounge may have
been slightly amused and bewildered at a student shouting at
another student, saying: "Check
his pants, that's where my canary
is!"
But that was just a sample of
the entertaining performance
put on by renowned hypnotist
Mark Lewis last Tuesday.
Lewis had three of seven
original students onstage
thinking they were carpet
sweepers, trees, coffee percolators, and even had Bus
Admin student Raymond
Pabuaya suspecting an audience member had stolen his
lovable canary.
"The more intelligent you
are, the easier it is to get hyp-

aming a band should
come naturally.
Or so says Damion Dunphy,
lead singer of the Grace
Babies.
As Dunphy tells it, the
Babies' unusual moniker is the
result of growing up in Halifax
and watching telethons which,
year after year, tried to raise
money for the local hospital's
maternity ward.
"Save the Grace babies," the
announcer would plead.
Dunphy and his bandmates
took the appeal to heart, eventually christening themselves
with that very expression when
they formed three years ago.
When I tell Dunphy of the article I wrote recently on the closing
of the obstetrics ward at
Winnipeg's own Grace Hospital,
the singer/guitarist isn't surprised.
In fact, calling from just outside Lake Louise, Alberta,
Dunphy says he's heard that
already.
Dumbfounded, I ask how he
could have, nestled as he was
deep in the heart of the Rockies.
"We're Grace babies, you
know, we stay on top of these
things," replies Dunphy, laugh-

N

Building on Reputation

He now lives in Toronto and
entertains students on campuses
all across North America, and
admits some crazy things have
happened along the way.
"In Ottawa, when the volunteers onstage were looking for
their lost canaries, a girl ended up
completely vanishing from my
sight. I was getting a little worried until the audience saw her
crawling around under the stage,
looking for her lost canary," said

photo by KariPuchala

The Summit
DJ Grasshopper
and DJ Hipnotic
Nov. 14
Oakwood Room
International Inn
$8 in advance
$9 at the door
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Hypnotist Mark Lewis displays some sleight of hand.

Lewis.
Elliott High, from Hotel and
Restaurant Management, and Ed
Paradis, a Microcomputers student were also onstage until the
end.
While there, Paradis drew huge
laughs from the audience when
he loudly bellowed: "THE
BRITISH ARE COMING! THE
BRITISH ARE COMING!"
After reflecting on the experience, Paradis said "I really felt
like something was missing. I
feel kind of sleepy. and a little
bruised."
"I don't remember anything
that happened. It was...different,"
said Pabuaya.
For Tracy Scullion, an Admin
Assistant student, this was the
first time she had ever seen a
hypnotism live.
"I thought a couple of people
were faking it, or I'm a little
skeptical anyway. I think the ones
that got eliminated were probably
faking it, but the guys still left on
stage are sincere," said Scullion.

photo count!), of Shoreline Records
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The Babies' Kevin Hilliard, SW Whitehead, Damion Dunphy and Chris Loane
ing.
Staying on top, or at least getting there first, doesn't seem that
far-fetched an idea for this former
East Coast outfit which now
plays out of Toronto.

Release new CD
After releasing their first CD,
Lure, in 1995, the band has just
released Frequency, which was
produced by Moe Berg of the
Pursuit of Happiness.
They've also just finished a
tour out east with Dayna
Manning and Wide Mouth
Mason, and are now working

their way across the Prairies.
They were scheduled to play
the Royal Albert last weekend.
"I've never been anywhere
west of Ontario before, besides
Vancouver. I'm looking forward
to it, it should be good."
Along with Dunphy, the Grace
Babies also include two other
Grace Hospital grads, Kevin
Hilliard (drums) and Chris Loane
(guitar), and bassist Stu
Whitehead from Toronto.
Together since 1994, the Grace
Babies have settled on a sound
that's tried and true.
Both the new album's title, and

the first single Anyone But You
reflect that choice.
"It all comes from the pop sensibility we try to live by. We consider ourselves a pop band, and
that seems to lend itself to the
idea of radio and frequency,"
says Dunphy.

Catch some ears
While not breaking any new
ground, the band has managed to
catch some notable sets of ears.
Besides Berg, the band has also
worked with Fred Maher (Lou
Reed and Matthew Sweet), who
helped put together their six-song

EP Igor.
Working with good producers
is always a symbiotic relationship, says Dunphy.
"You gotta have the spark, the
inspiration, the bits in the songs.
But it goes both ways, a great
producer can definitely make a
band much better."
While working with Maher and
Berg were great experiences in
the studio, Dunphy says the
Babies have also had many memorable things happen while performing.
He tells me about the drunk
guy who climbed on stage during
an outdoor show and stayed there
for the entire set.
While it didn't bother Dunphy,
Hilliard couldn't concentrate
because his wallet was on one of
the speakers.
I ask Dunphy if Hilliard would
have cared as much if the "he"
was instead a beautiful "she."
"I don't know. Maybe. I guess
it would depend on how much
money he had," he says laughing.
But you can never have too
many beautiful stalkeresses,
right?
Well, no actually, at least
according to Dunphy's girlfriend.
"I was talking to her last night
and it's actually a bit of a bone of
contention. So I'm not going to
touch that with a ten foot pole,"
says Dunphy.
He doesn't mind talking about
what the band's dream gigs
would be though.
For Dunphy and Loane, it
would be opening for James
Brown, while Hilliard would
love to play with the Bay City
Rollers.
And who would be the perfect
audience?
"I don't know...what's the
biggest Catholic girl's school in
North America?" Dunphy asks.
I don't have the answer, but
I'm sure his girlfriend would
have a thought or two, don't you?

Discount theatre expands northward
Popular Cinema City 8 to open branch at Northgate Shopping Centre
By Mike Miguez

uild the perfect mouse trap
and the world will beat a
path to your door.
While not quite perfect,
Cinema City S is popular, and
the public is beating a path to its
door.
Owner Lamar Gwaltney,
attributes the success of Cinema
City to "providing the public
with what it's looking for - good
entertainment at a fair price."
For Red River Community
College students this is good
news.
"We judge how we are doing
by how our audience perceives
us, not by how we perceive ourselves, and if attendance is any

B

indication, their perception of
Cinema City is good," said
Gwaltney.
So positive in fact Cinema
City is opening a second location in late spring at the
Northgate Shopping Centre,
which will create potential
employment opportunities for
RRCC students.
Gwaltney bases the theatres'
success on the original drive-in
theory, something he's quite
familiar with.
As a youth he spent his time
hanging around family run
drive-in theatres, and actually
lived in a drive-in screen tower
when he was married in 1957.
"Originally, drive-ins were
designed to provide families

with an affordable outing."

"We judge how
we are doing by
how our
audience
perceives us"
-Gwaltney

"Our goal is to provide the
same opportunity in a slightly
different setting," says
Gwaltney.
In keeping with the family

theme, Cinema City provides a
facility with complete handicapped accessible facility, at
least one family movie each
week, and admission prices no
higher than S3 - in most cases it's
less.
Cinema City's affordable pricing is based on volume attendance, and the purchasing of
movies on their second release,
at a discount rate. •
Located at 1910 Pembina
Highway, in the Pembina
Crossing Mall, Cinema City has
a lot to offer the public, at half
the cost of mainstream theatres.
According to Gwaltney,
affordable pricing is not the only
customer-related service Cinema
City offers.

Additional services include:
• flexibility - open seven days
a week, with early afternoon,
early evening and late night time
slots
• accessibility - parking is
never an expense or a problem,
as it's free and ample
• selection - a choice of eight
movies each week - two new
releases every Friday.
Cinema City first opened in
Winnipeg in June of 1995 and
employs one full-time manager
and 35 part-time staff.
Information regarding times
and movie selection is available
to the public by calling 2699981
Hours of operation are 1:00
p.m.-12:00 midnight.

.••
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Movies
Gere's political thriller lacking
12

Staff Writer

Mimes are hard for reviewers
1 of Richard Gere films.
Everyone seems to be on the
attack with a "hamster up the
butt" joke ready for launch at the
nearest embarrassed journaliste
cinematique, and quite frankly,
it's boring.
But, as a hardcore commando
of cinema, this beleaguered
gonzo kept on. It's an urban myth
people!!! And why should it matter what Rich does with his free
time... as long as the hamster is
consenting.
Rodent/anus interface rumours
aside, Richard Gere is back with
the political/innocent man thriller
Red Corner. As Jack Moore, an
American TV exec selling
Baywatch-style cheese to a
newly opening Chinese
Broadcasting ministry, Gere
decides to party it up with a business colleague and meets a sexy
Chinese model (played tastily,
but briefly by Jessey Meng).
Lovin' goes down, the language
barrier-having couple fall asleep,
and Jack is woken with extreme
rudeness by stormtrooper emulating Chinese police.
Only his sexy Chinese model
isn't awake, she's dead... with
multiple stab wounds... and Jack
is covered with blood... her
blood.
For the rest of the movie Jack

years of silence, the Verve
are...patched-up??
Yes...it's true. Like some sort
of religious confirmation, the
Verve have returned as an
apocalyptic sign for the millennium. That sign...Urban
Hymns.
The Verve

Urban Hymns
EMI
reviewed by Craig Wright

type.
Next, he steals the hosing
down scene from First Blood and
the rooftop chase from pretty
much every action movie ever
made.

Business, Fried Green Tomatoes)

Avoids pretentiousness

displays his penchant for originality-avoidance throughout the
film, starting with the first frame,
where Shen Yuelin mutters something "profound" about bamboo
exposing beauty; a painfully sad
(but often used) "Chinese people
speak cryptic wisdom" stereo-

Scriptwriter Robert King
(Speechless, Clean Slate) does a
workmanlike job in Red Corner,
and manages to avoid pretentiousness about 90 per cent of the
time. The other 10 per cent
includes such classic "heart
wrenching" lines as "I do not

heyday of porno flick biz
Staff Writer
Doogie Nights tells the story of

B
pornographic film industry in Los Angeles during the late

70s and early 80s.
It was a happier time...disco
was king, drugs were fun, and
AIDS was nowhere in sight.
In fact, AIDS isn't even mentioned by the time the story ends
in 1984.
But watching the movie you
can almost sense its presence and
impending doom. it would bring.
Paul Anderson's decision to leave
AIDS out of Boogie Nights
makes for a more interesting
character study than he would
have if AIDS had shown up and
killed everyone in the end.
Mark Wahlberg, also known as
Marky Mark, plays Dirk Diggler,
a dim pretty boy with bad parents, who is seduced by the glamour and money of the porn
industry.
Burt Reynolds plays Jack
Homer, porn's answer to Fellini.
Horner really wants to make
good movies, ones where the
men stay to see how the plot
turns out, even after they've com-

pleted their manual gratification.
Horner sees Diggler bussing
tables in a night club and invites
him to try acting.
Diggler turns him down at
first, but quickly gives in to the
money and other seductions of
making porn films.
Diggler achieves success
quickly, due in large part to his
13 inch penis.
His penis makes him a lot of
money, which soon makes him
arrogant and absorbed by
cocaine.
As a result, he loses favor with
Horner.
What follows is a sad look at
his struggle to survive outside the
porn industry with no other marketable skills.
Homer meanwhile, envisions
himself as a father figure to
Diggler and Rollergirl, a porn
actress who never takes off her
skates.
He is also married to his own
porn superstar, Amber Waves.
He lives a charmed live and
throws big parties. In fact, very
little goes wrong for Horner.
As a result, his downfall is
more subtle than Diggler's.
He wants to be an artist and

It's 1995: the Verve release A
Northern Soul to near masturbatory critical acclaim and then
break-up.
No explanation.
No excuses.
Only tears of a hundred
promo men who allowed the
members of "next biggest
thing" to get into one spat too
many.
Now 1997, and after two

Richard Gere and Bai Ling star in Red Corner.

Boogie Nights chronicles
By Trevor Vigfusson

New Verve a must-have

photo co urtesy of Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures

By Craig Wright

spends his time being attacked
by corrupt guards (likely
Cindy Crawford fanatics still
sour about the marriage),
botching escape attempts, getting fed feces-inflected grub
and basically being
stonewalled by an Orwellian
Chinese "People's" Court.
Jack must beat "incredible
odds" to prove himself innocent in a system where the
mottos are "Leniency for those
who confess" and "Severity
for those who resist" (which
also happen to be the noncatchy movie catch phrases).
His lawyer/advocate is Shen
Yuelin (played with top believability by newcomer Bai Ling)
who risks her career in order to
defend the all-American Jack
and change the system which
has humiliated her family and
kept an injustice-scarred China
silent.
It's not hard to guess the ending. In fact, by the end of hour
one even the most rockheadcd
sleuth is pretty sure about who
did the decd.
Director Jon Avnet (Risky

loves working with film. When a
producer tries to introduce him to
the advent of video, Horner doesn't listen.
"It doesn't look as good, it
doesn't sound as good, why
should I give up film to go to this
crappy video tape?" he asks.
But by the end of the movie,
Horner begrudgingly accepts
video, runs his own warehouse,
and gives up artistic ambition for
assembly line production.
In general, Boogie Nights has a
lot going for it.
It's beautifully shot, however,
a lot of experimental-looking
scenes in the first half of the film
disappear as the film progresses,
almost as if Anderson ran out of
energy.
Anderson makes up for it,
though, with his interesting subplots.
It's evident he wanted each
character to have enough depth
so we'd appreciate them as individuals and not sex objects,
which is what they are after all.
In the end Boogie Nights is a
very good movie, and manages to
accomplish some philosophical
introspection without being
cliched or moralizing.

wish to be silent anymore", as
well as many others too cheesy to
publish.
Red Corner is the sort of movie
where it's necessary for the audience to feel sympathy for the
"victim of injustice."
Sadly, Gere's portrayal is one
of typical holier-than-thou arrogance, an American with a
garbage bag full of disrespect for
a system which, though unjust, is
the only chance he's got.
If there's a bright spot in the
movie, it's the exposing of
Chinese actress Bai Ling, in a
gracious starring performance

which will undoubtedly be the
first of many.
OK... it's not a very good
movie... but urban legend spreaders listen up.
When Red Corner comes out
on video (which it will...and likely sooner than later), fast forward
to the scene where Richard Gere
is thrown in solitary confinement.
He's butt naked. And, with the
aid of a frame-by-frame slow
motion VCR, you will probably
notice no mini-claw marks anywhere within ten feet of his ass.
I'm willing to bet on it. Any takers?

Short and Sweet!
Be one of the first 12 people down to the
Projector office after 12:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
Nov. 12 and win a pass for two to an advance
screening of Alien Resurrection.
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Alright, overbloated pseudoreligious imagery aside, the
Verve are back, and they've
made an even better album.
Urban Hymns is the sort of
CD that comes around on an
extremely rare occasion. A
desert-island disc for those a little less than optimistic of rescue.
It's all here. Anguish, revelation, love, loss, faith and chemical dependence...a gorgeously
produced slice of drama from a
band too good to miss.
Beginning with the string-led
Bittersweet Symphony, lead

singer Richard Ashcroft paints a
raw and often confessional picture. Lyrics like "I've never
prayed/ but tonight I'm on my
knees" (on lead single and cool
video Bittersweet...) and "just
like you said/ you leave my
life/ I'm better off dead" (on
the tear-jerking The Drugs
Don't Work), pepper an album
more about the life-affirming
tragedies of the everyman than
the extravagance of rock'n'roll
pomp and circumstance a la
Oasis.
Ashcroft has seized the songwriting helm from his bandmates, with nine of the thirteen
tracks his, and the difference
shows.
Urban Hymns is a slowtempo album, with only four
songs (Come On, Rolling
People, the hallucinogenfuelled Neon Wilderness and

the spacy Catching The
Butterfly) showing any resemblance to the Verve's usually
indulgent "jam it out or die"
method of song-styling.
The change in sound is a
winning one though, with such
uplifting gorgeousities as Lucky
Man, the aforementioned The
Drugs... and Sonnet all melancholic gems; certain to blowaway anything 92 CITI FM has
recently pushed as "Modern
Rock".
With the exception of the alltoo-Eric Clapton One Day,
what the Verve have on their
hands is a classic CD deserving
of space beside such albums as
U2's The Joshua Tree, The
Smiths The Queen is Dead, and
The Beatles Sgt. Pepper.
The Verve's Urban Hymns is
richly melodic and perhaps the
best CD to be released in '97.

Duran Duran

Medazzaland
Capital Records
reviewed by Heather Bari!

While many of their contemporaries have fallen by the
wayside, Duran Duran continues to thrive, due largely in
part to their ability to adapt
musically while still remaining
true to their original sound.
Medazzaland, their 11th
album, is no exception, showcasing their traditional experimental techno-pop while
blending it with a 90's-type
attitude.
Vocalist Simon Lel3on once
again helps set the band apart
from the pop crowd with his
distinctive vocals, while
Warren Cuccurullo and Nick
Rhodes work together to give
the album its unique yet familiar sound.
This album offers the usual
mixture of high-energy dance
songs and slow ballads,
although the lyrics are a bit
more cynical than on past
albums.
Duran Duran still know how
to have fun though, and
nowhere is this more apparent
than on Electric Barbarella, the
album's first single which will
likely be heard at dance bars in
the near future.
Medazzaland is a fine example of Duran Duran doing what
they do besi

z.

Jonathan Fire Eater

Wolf Songs For Lambs
reviewed by Craig Wright

It's easy to imagine
Washington, DC's Jonathan Fire
Eater spending many a youthful
hour watching sixties Spiderman
reels.
You know, back when they
were trippy and featured eightframe per minute animation.
Wolf Songs for Lambs is the
soundtrack for one of those six
part episodes where Spidey ventures to "Dimenture Five" via
psychedelic caves and meets that
devil fella with the cyclopic hole
in his skull head. (Of course
later the webbed one realizes if
he closes his eyes he can escape
the weirdo dimension of doom...
Hey! no one ever said scriptwriters weren't hokey sometimes.)
What Jonathan Fire Eater do
is darkness. Paranoid funhouse

organs, sloppy three-note guitar
solos and devil drums all combine to create funk for those
who find an appetite more for
Fascination Street than Shiny
Happy People when planning
their aurally "post-modem"
meal.
Lead man Stuart Lupton is
like a horror flick Mick Jagger;
drunk on his own schizo-antics
one moment and wrapping his
bony hands around your throat
the next.
Unfortunately, dude needs to
chill. Lupton sounds like one of
those "vocalists" with permaclosed eyes and forehead vein
constantly in about-to-burst
mode. And sadly, he forces his
melodies on the Fire Eater's
groovy backdrop with such haphazardness that he often strangles what might have been a
quality tune.
Thus, Wolf Songs for Lambs
sounds like one song split into
eleven parts and played through
a particularly busted-up kaleidoscope.
An interesting album sure...
but Jonathan Fire Eater seem to
be trying to ride a one-trickpony for an entire CD length.
And that type of action just
doesn't make for good sales Not
even in... Dimenture Five... (cue
maniacal laughter).

In Rotation
Philosopher Kings
Letters to Cleo
Verve
Ric Ocasek
Portishead
LL Cool J
The Cure
Dubstar
MXPX
Heavy Early
Luscious Jackson
Save Ferris
Transonic
The Honeyrods

the Devlins

Waiting
Sony Musk
reviewed by Trevor Tuminski

Waiting is precisely what
Devlins fans have been doing for
the last four years, while brothers Colin and Peter Devlin saw
their band switch management
companies, producers and songwriting approach.
It was worth the wait.
Waiting, the Devlins' secondfull-length album and follow-up
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breezy brand of well-mannered
pop but they'd be delighted to
score the soundtrack for a spell.
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Hurts to Love You
I Got Time
Bittersweet Symphony
Here We Go
Cowboys
Phenomenon
Wrong Number
I Will BeYour Girlfriend
Chick Magnet
Sexy Chicken
Low Is Here
Come On Eileen
At Will Not Die
Into You

to the critically-acclaimed Drift,
is an atmospheric collection of
dirgey pop songs, each drawn
out like a new room to explore.
The sparse treatments afforded
the ten songs don't wait for you
to listen so much as they reach
out and embrace you. Studio
experimentation, haunting piano
arrangements and tasty guitar
diversions provide nuances to an
intimate soundscape while songs
like Surrender, Heaven's Wall
and the title track cry out with
an urgency that was lacking
among the folk rock sensibilities
of Drift.
Notable is the ethereal production of Pierre Marchand (Sarah
McLachlan, Daniel Lanois)
which lends an ambience to the
Devlins' cool, stripped-down
arrangements and the air-tight
rhythm section of Peter and
guest drummer, Ashwin Sood.
The Devlins aren't out to
change your world with their

to Raylene Mushumanski,
Business Admin, who won 12
CDs last issue.
Raylene was the first student
to to correctly answer that the
Elvis impersonator on the front
page was none other than our
own News Editor Frank
Landry!
Raylene also knew the
Inbreds are originally from
Kingston, Ont.
Keep reading the Projector
for more exciting contests.
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Questions raised by SA Exec's
salary could have been avoided
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OpinionPage

Scott Brown, Editor-in-Chief
Phone: (204) 632-2479

aybe we're making too much out
of nothing.
But then again, why won't someone
just tell us.
The answer: they don't know.
We haven't been trying to find out
the combination to Fort Knox, just how
Scott Brown
Editor in chief much Dave Mayor, the SA's new executive director, makes in salary.
It probably wouldn't be that interesting anyway, but
the difficulty in the task and the road to this point has
raised more than a few eyebrows.
It all started at the end of last school year when Mayor
was hired.
Nothing special -- just the hiring of a new executive
director to replace the dismissed old one, Gord Fardoe.
Fardoe had been privately crying foul for sometime,
but was never able to come out and discuss his plight
until it was too late.
When Mayor came in, he entered with a wealth of notfor-profit management experience and certification as a
full-fledged CMA.
Still no big deal.
Then, mysteriously, Mayor decides to renegotiate his
contract just weeks into its existence.
He explained his actions saying the job was far more
demanding than he was lead to believe. As a result, the
SA Salary committee raised his salary to almost double
Fardoe's old pay.
This is where the fun begins.
Why the big increase?
If the SA lost S32,626 last year, can they afford Dave
Mayor?
But then again, the SA has lost almost S35,000 a year
for the last four years and S120,040 in 1994 alone. Their
accumulated debt is a whopping $300,000.
Maybe the question is how can they afford not to have
a person like Mayor?
Everyone contacted by this publication has said, on- or
off-the record, that Mayor is qualified and is the type of
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Editor-in-chief
Scott Brown

may arise....but students elect officials to lookout for
their best interests," he said.
Okay. Explanation accepted.
However, if students are meant to trust their elected
officials (note: the SAB is not an elected body in the we
sense of the word), then why the apparent secrecy over
the raise and Mayor's salary?
If he is as qualified as everyone indicates and the job
is as demanding as one would believe (getting out of a
S300,000 debt isn't a walk in the park), why any shame
in revealing the amount?
Students may cry a little over the possible large figure,
but the action can be easily defended: they needed to hire
someone to get them out of their dire financial situation.
Plus, with this week's release of instructors salaries,
the number would have become lost with the rest and
probably disappeared as quickly as it was revealed.
Instead, it appears on the front page and takes up the
entire editorial page.
Instead of just parting with the figure, a number of
other, more important issues have come to the surface,
like the SAB actions.
It was just a number anyway.
That's all we were after -- nothing more, nothing less.

person the SA needs right now.
They speak well of the changes he is attempting to
make in order to bring SA finances under control.
At the same time, some quietly wonder if they could
have found someone a little cheaper.
More importantly, we also have yet to speak to anyone
willing to explain the big increase -- or even exactly what
he makes.
Apparently, Mayor's salary is between himself and the
salary committee.
That is common practice in the private business world,
but we'll let you decide whether the SA, who receive part
of a student's tuition in SA fees, is a private organization.
Things get even more interesting when one looks a litde deeper.
The SAB gave their salary committee the mandate to
approve and implement Mayor's salary.
Therefore, the question begs: Do SAB members, representatives of a student's best interest, know how much
Mayor makes?
Common sense suggests that in order to approve a
S32,000 increase, one would want to know exactly what
it's all about.
Apparently, the answer is no.
There was no official presentation of Mayor's salary
made to the SAB.
But at that meeting in June, a majority voted in favor
of increasing SA Administrative salaries. How could
they blindly vote for the raise and
not wonder why it was so large or
if they could truly afford it?
We're unable to ask board members these questions because the
SA's communication policy says
the paper is not allowed to contact
members in their role on the SAB.
Instead, their chairman, SA
President Michael Crowley offered
this explanation:
"I understand where a concern

The Truth

Entertainment Editor
Hans Ongsansoy

Photo Editor
Kari Puchala

near editor-inLichief,

How do you feel
about derogatory
remarks aimed at
women?
How about stereotyping or ridiculing ethnic
or handicapped people.
I wouldn't like it. I
hope you wouldn't
either.
I'm sure the editorial
staff of the Projector
would not't stand for
either. That is, if their
target was anyone else
other than gun owners.
The editorial on gun
control by Frank Landry
made owners out to be
red necked, nose picking, Reform Party members who stroke their
firearms whenever they
get a chance.
The only facts he got
right were that gun owners are fighting the federal government in
court; that Manitoba
opposes gun registration; and that Frank
doesn't know why.
The rest of the article
shows he doesn't know
much about firearms or

their owners.
I'll give you a little bit
of advice Frank, if you
want to go further in
your journalistic career,
do some research.
On the topic of gun
registration, you might
want to learn the costs
are estimated at 85 million. That's coming out
of your and my pocket.
Gun control has been
in effect since 1978. A
large part of the current
bill, C-68 is a repeat of
laws without going
through Parliament.
It also gives him the
authority to ban any
legally owned firearm,
confiscate them, and not
compensate the owner.
The law gives police
the right to enter a house
or business to search for
a firearm. If you refuse
them entry that is
enough grounds for a
search warrant.
The law gives them
the right to seize anything that might prove
you have a firearm,
including your files,
your computer, or that
duck in the freezer. You
don't even have the right
to remain silent. You

One man's fascination with bugs

can be charged if you
don't help them to
incriminate yourself.
The law allows the
Minister of Justice to
ban all registered
firearms without notification, allows the police
to pick them up, and provides no compensation
for the owner's lost
property.
I am not against gun
registration. I think
there are some good
things in the government's latest bill. But I
also think there is a lot
wrong. It's going to cost
too much, $85 million.
It gives too much power
to one person. It has
power to confiscate my
legally owned property.
It gives the police the
right to go through my
home without a warrant,
something they don't
have the right to do a
common criminal. As
far as why you should be
against this bill, suppose
someone reports that
'you' have a gun in your
home. You would be
guilty until proven innocent.
Fred Hintz

By Jay Whetter
Staff Columnist

Tt takes a real man to
ladmit he has bugs in his
apartment.
I have bugs in my apartment.
I'm ashamed to admit it
but by doing so I hope to
bring myself closer to solving the problem.
It's really eating at me. I
now walk in the front door
and hit the floor, nosedown, looking for them.
They're so damn ugly
and small, and when they
see me they play dead.
But I'm not so easily
fooled. I put them in a little
cage I developed. Really,
it's a clear 35mm film canister, but I roll it around on
the floor and enjoy seeing
them spin around.
Yesterday the canister
started to stink so I showed
it to the apartment maintenance man. He asked if he
could keep my bugs and
show them to Poulin's.
Reluctantly, I handed them
over.
The wheels are now turning towards a bug-free carpet.
I wish the same were true

Guy Lussier

ugly's favor, I made some
startling discoveries.
-An earthworm in South
Africa was measured at 10
meters in 1937.
-There's
a
South
American spider so big it's
called the goliath bird eater.
It has been recorded to
have a legspan of 30 centimeters and outweigh a
QuarterMcDonald's
pounder.
-A huge moth this summer near Lake Huron was
five cms wide and furry.
The owlet moth of Brazil is
the size of an mink with a
pelt to match.
-The world's biggest
insect, the South American
goliath beetle looks like a
Hell's Angel helmet. Ten
centimeters long and wide,
and outweighs many small
mammals
I came to college today
with a healthy fascination
for those pesky bugs that
kept me from sleep. Now
I'm sorry I cracked the
insect encyclopedia.
Suddenly the carpet bugs
seemed inconsequential.
And the incredible weight
of the insect world less distant.
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Double Hot Dog
the Projector's mandate is to provide
fair and balanced coverage of issues
and events that interest RRCC students.

Potato Chips

• Free Nescafe/coffee for
you and a friend for the

remainder of the

Ice Cold Drink

school year.
• Software bundle
$50 value at the
BookStore

Students are encouraged to contribute articles, opinions,
photos, comics and graphics.
Letters to the editor are welcome,
but they must be signed.
the Projector reserves the right to
edit for taste, length, and legality.

• Nestle gift basket
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for my mind. Last night I
had trouble sleeping
because I was thinking
about bugs in general.
I thought back to a magazine I had as a young boy.
It said if you got together
all the bugs in the world -and maybe spiders and
worms too -- and weighed
them you would find the
weight to be greater than
that of all other animals and
birds.
Could you sleep remembering such a gruesome
statistic just before bed?
Where the hell are all these
bugs?
There must be some
damn big ones, I thought as
I scratched at monstrous,
though imaginary, lice.
I think back to the day I
cut a wide path around
what I thought was the
world's biggest caterpillar
asleep on the road. As I
later found out upon
inspection with a long stick
was that the caterpillar was
in fact a green pine-cone.
But hey, my young boy
fears could very well have
been real if I lived in Africa
or South America.
Searching for the disgustingly large insects tipping bathroom scales in

Hurts

News Editor
Frank Landry

Editor takes gun control heat
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available with
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you're the crafty type because a huge
expense this month will cut into your
Christmas money big time! That's O.K.,
it's the thought that counts!
Sagittarius (Nov.22 - Dec.21) - A midmonth trip gives you a refreshing break
from a tough first semester. A new
romance blooms near the end of the
month.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) - Romance
is on an upswing. You'll finally feel a
connection. Take this opportunity to try
something new...together.
Aquarius ( Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) - A far-

•

away friend drops you a line late this
month. The phone call may turn into a
trip.

:
.•

Pisces ( Feb.19 - March 20) - You'll
bump into an ex of yours. The chance
encounter could reveal interesting information.

Comics
Virgo (Aug.23 - Sept. 22) - Your respon-

Aries (March 21 - April 19) - You've

Scorpio (Oct.23 - Nov. 21) - I hope

Iloo

PrbjeCtdr
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been flying by the seat of your pants this
semester. It's time to crack down and
start studying. Finals are only a week
away.
Do you
11111111111111111111111111 Taurus ( April 20 - May 20) have a headache yet? Well you should
after banging your head against that brick
wall for that past week. The relationship
you've been beating yourself up about will
right itself mid-month and the headache
will eventually disappear.
Gemini ( May 21 - June 20) - You'll find
comfort among friends this month. They
will help you work through a tough situation.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) - Feeling
lucky this month, you may be rewarded if
you take a chance. Money problems
plague you. There won't be any respite
until the New Year.
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22) - A light haired
person figures prominently in your life
this month. Don't turn away from them if
they are looking for help. You are their
last resource.

sible friend tells you to always think
before you act, but not this month.
Letting loose at a social gathering could
land you in some trouble.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) - Lucky you
money and love are both on an upswing
this month. The travel bug has invaded
your body, weigh all your options before
deciding to spend money on a trip.

RRCC
Horoscope
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Revisiting the
Arena issue...again
With recent reports of interest in new, smaller
arena for Winnipeg, many of the same points that
powered efforts to keep Jets continue to apply.
An essay by Ross Romaniuk

T

he recent loss of the Winnipeg
Jets hockey team from the city of
Winnipeg has left an extremely bitter
taste in the mouths of many. Aside
from being upset because of the
departure of their beloved team, local
sports fans are angry because this loss
has all but killed any plans to construct a new sports and entertainment
centre in the city. However, despite
the team's leaving, talks concerning a
new arena should resume. Winnipeg
still needs a large new entertainment
facility as desperately as ever.

A larger, state-of-the-art sports centre would
attract more and better events, thus improving the
city's entertainment options and its quality of life.
Recent studies have shown that the four-decadeold Winnipeg Arena is simply too antiquated and
obsolete to house the modern extravaganzas, circuses, and concerts that are now crossing the continent. Its corridor and dressing rooms are small,
and acoustics in the building are such that some
bands simply don't want to play there. The
arena's seating capacity is also lower than those
of many other cities' arenas, leading several musical acts to wonder of it's worth their time and
effort to set up in Winnipeg. The design and age
of the building, one of the main reasons for the
Jets' flight to Phoenix, is now seen as an obstacle
to the staging of National Hockey League exhibition games here.
The city's coffers would also benefit greatly
from a new entertainment centre. With much
greater numbers of people being drawn to the
facility for many more high-quality shows, and

paying higher ticket prices the new building
would justify, Winnipeg Enterprises Corporation
would see a dramatic surge in their revenues.
With the city's amusement tax being applied to
ticket sales at the venue, the civic government
would line its pockets even more. Much of this
money could in turn be used to spruce up other
sports and recreation venues in the city.
There is another reward Winnipeg would reap
from the construction of a new arena. Though
somewhat intangible, it would be no less significant. There would be a dramatic upswing in civic
pride like nothing seen here in decades. While
Winnipeggers generally have an affection for
their metropolis, they've long looked for something to really take hold of and be proud of. The
Forks National Historic site has worked wonders
in this regard, but it doesn't satisfy the city's need
as far as sports is concerned. A new entertainment
facility, preferably downtown, would be like a
jewel in the city's crown. Winnipeggers would
have something to really show off and call their
own.
People all over this fair city have long been saying that the exodus of the Jets would spell the end
for Winnipeg. Indeed, that may be true. But it's
not necessarily so. With a little foresight and a
vision for the city's future, Winnipeg, and the
spirit of those who live here, can soar again.

IF YOU'VE
GOT MY ESSAYS OR POETRY,
SOW IT TO US
HERE AT THE PROJECTOR
HAIL IT TO US AT
PROJECTR@POSTANCLNB.DA OR
DROP IT IN THE SA MAILBOX
ROOM DM

Essays,
Theses,
Resumes
and all
that . .
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Essays and Term Papers
Reports and Manuscripts
Proofreading and Editing
Resume Writing and Layout

Prompt service. Pick up and delivery.
Reasonable rates. Quality equipment:
486 PC, HP LaserJet 4P Printer

Call 489-8712 . . . now!
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• Earn $10,000+ next summer
• Invaluable management experience
Call today 256-8043 or 1-800-585-8666

MALE DONORS REQUIRED
For the
THERAPEUTIC DONOR INSEMINATION

CANADIAN
DIABETES

ASSOCIATION
CANADIENNE
ASSOCIATION DU DIABETE

PROGRAM
QUALIFICATIONS
•
18-35 years of age
• good health
• no 5•b history
• agree to physical examination

a PAIL pyn.
Inflammatory Bowel
Disease.
Only the Pain is predictable.

COMPENSATION
• For expenses provided

Crohn's and Colitis
Foundation of Canada

n

ALL APPLICATIONS TREATED IN STRICTEST
CONFIDENCE

Fondation canadienne des
maladies inflammatoires
de l'intestin

With your help a cure will be found.

APPLY IN WRITING TO
The MI Program
Heartland Fertility 6 Gynecology Clinic
701-1661 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, MB, R3J 317

'501.i t , :tc hn

1-800 -387-1479

Ph 204-779-8888
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Leigh Joyal and
Shayleen Goretzki
mind their time on
the blocks (far left);
Oldam
Karyn
(left), David Coran
and Russ Chan
from Bus Admin
(below), along with
Ad Arts Dorothy
and
Streilein
Clayton Szmerski
(far below) shoot
some pool in the
Cave.

FOR HIRE
WebTV is coming to Canada!
Big S$ potential!
Looking for WebTV distributors.
Phone 269-3116.

FOR RENT
One bedroom apartment, nicely
furnished in Heritage Park.
Rent S350.00 / month.
Includes all utilities and parking.
Available Dec. 1. Non-smoking.
Call Kay at 832-3832.
Lovely, furnished 3 room suite.
Available immediately.
Nice, quiet home, ideal for 1 or
2 students or professors.
Includes all utilities.
Include references.
S330.00 / month.
Call 786-2930.

Letters to the editor can be sent to the SA Office,
Room DM-20 or e-mailed to the Projector at
projectr@post.rrcc.mb.ca.
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GOT AN OPINION? GOT A HAND?
WRITE IT DOWN!

risS i

Do you think instructors'
salaries should be published?

VOLUNTEER
From the Volunteer Centre of
Winnipeg. Phone It 477-5180:

a

An organization that works in
the health care field is in need of
a FOOT CLINIC ASSISTANT

I think it would be a good thing especially when
they double-dip salaries. I would like to know if it
goes on here as well as universities.
Ian Kowalsky
Bus Admin

Classifieds
to work Tuesday mornings. The
volunteer should have good
interpersonal and organizational
skills.
A RECEPTIONIST is required
by a professional theatre company for young people. The duties
of the position are clerical in
nature. Work shifts during the
day, with a two month time
commitment.
A FRIEND/ASSISTANT and a
COMPANION are urgently
required by an organization that
works toward the quality of life
improvement of people who are
mentally and physically challenged. Volunteers must be
mature and outgoing. The work
days for each position are negotiable and the shifts are 2-3
hours a week.
A COMMUNITY INTERVIEWER is needed to conduct a needs
assessment on behalf of seniors.
Volunteers should have good
communication skills. A time
commitment of 4 hours between
10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. is
required for 3 months.
An organization that provides
programs and services for
seniors requires a VOLUNTEER
DRIVER AND ESCORT. A gas
allowance will be provided. the
weekday hours of work are flexible.

hours per week (primarily during
the weekday) to administer components of a volunteer resources
program (ie. job design, recruitment). Volunteers should have
an interest/background in
Human/Volunteer Resources.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! INDIVIDUALS and
GROUPS wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 or
http://www.icpt.com.

Gordon Howard Senior Centre
384 Eveline Street, Selkirk, MB
Annual Craft and Trade Show
Saturday, November 15.
10:00a.m.- 4:00 p.m.
Everyone welcome!
I'm a student at RRCC and
would like to get into a car pool
on Wednesday evenings at 9:30
or 10:00 p.m. My name is Sylvia
and I can be reached at 2690361.

Watch
the Projector
next time for:
Jill Macyshon's Horoscope
Jay Whetter's column
and the continuation of
Heather Baril's
"Psi-Guy Phil" comics

Stay Tuned!!

VOLUNTEER RESOURCES
TEAM MEMBERS are needed 3
I think it depends on the instructor's experience if they're on boards or not. I think it's a confidential matter. Would you want yours printed in the
paper. It'd be fair if they had full disclosures of all
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This sense-sational
delight is only
47 calories,
2 grams of fat
per 8 oz. serving!

salaries.
Mike Lay

Bus Admin

* Fruit and fruit puree
excluded.
I think it should be confidential. Nobody has
the right to know what other people make.

spatz This coupon will
itilogpipvieng
of
you

Kevin Sigurdson
Bus Admin

fruit per 12 oz. serving.
No cash value.
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I don't think it's a good thing. I think they're
getting paid industry standard.
Brian Stokotelny
Electronic Technology

I don't think it's a bad thing but if )uu're going
to use names, it's different. If you're publishing
salaries against their wishes, that's different.

Mall Le v e l

Lana Foster
Chem & Bioscience Tech
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BIOS DA.

Receive one entry form per purchase for a Colour T.V.
to be drawn on Friday, November 28th, 1997.
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